
   

Easy Fail-over and Archive for Video Production 

Accusys Storage & Archiware Software protect your data

In video and media production, data loss can be fatal. A fail-over solution assures continuous production in case something goes wrong. 

Accusys storage and Archiware´s P5 Synchronize work together seamlessly and secure the valuable production data.

Fail-over made easy 

Shared production storage is time critical. Therefore it 

needs to be kept available all the time. Archiware´s P5 

Synchronize clones data to the secondary storage, creating 

a failover solution on the secondary storage. In case of 

emergency, switching over takes only minutes before all 

data is again available to continue production. Additionally 

file versions and snapshots can be kept.  
By using FSEvents copying changed files can start immediately without scanning the storage. This saves countless hours. Sync intervals 

can be kept short to reach an even higher level of data security. 

Archive to LTO Tape 

Save space by moving files to the Archive that are no longer 

needed for production. This is the central repository for all 

completed productions. Browse and search the Archive 

catalog in any web browser. Add metadata for description. 

Take advantage of the professional long-term security of LTO 

Tape that is used by banks and large corporations world wide. Store off-site for added security. 

Online Editing and Offline Archiving 

The ExaSAN LTO is a unique product combining high-

performance RAID storage for production with a built-in 

LTO drive. This way, organizing production storage as well as 

Backup to Tape and Archive to Tape are easier than ever. 

The P5 Desktop LTO Edition is Archiware’s archive and 

backup license for single LTO drives to protect files and keep 

them for the long-term.  

Connected either via PCIe or the Accusys C2M converter 

from Thunderbolt 3, every Mac or PC can profit from this solution. The reduced complexity of the all-in-one device minimises technical 

risks and cost while making LTO storage easily available.

Options, Configurations, Interfaces...  

We are happy to advise: www.accusys.com.tw sales@accusys.com.tw 
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